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1.

INTRODUCTION

26 December, 2004

GEOLOGICAL (EARTHQUAKE) + MARINE (TSUNAMI)
MONITORING
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
WARNING
PREPAREDNESS
Not a regular foreseeable event but we can be prepared

2.

WHAT IS DISASTER?

“Disaster” here is a DISASTER caused by NATURAL HAZARDS, not
that caused by direct human activities e.g. wars and oil spills.
Natural hazards become NATURAL DISASTERS when people’s lives
and livelihoods are destroyed. Human and material losses caused by
natural disasters are a major obstacle to sustainable development.
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3.

TYPES OF NATURAL DISASTERS
·

·
·

4.

Hydrometeorological disasters: including floods and wave
surges, storms, droughts and related disasters (extreme
temperatures and forest/scrub fires), and landslides &
avalanches;
Geophysical disasters: earthquakes & tsunamis and
volcanic eruptions;
Biological disasters: covering epidemics and insect
infestations.
OCCURRENCE

Number of natural disasters registered in
1900  2005

NOTE: Increased human activities increase the gravity and scale of
disasters.
Number of natural disasters by type
19912005
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5.

DISTRIBUTION

Distribution in percentage of natural disasters by type
19912005
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6.

DISASTERS IMPACT

Number of people reported killed by natural disasters
1991 – 2005

Impact of natural disasters is different in each continent and region
Average number of people reported killed, per million inhabitants by continent and
disaster origin  1991  2005
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7.

HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL DISASTERS

Every year, disasters caused by weather, climate and water
related hazards impact communities around the world, leading to
loss of human life, destruction of social and economic infrastructure
and degradation of already fragile ecosystems.
Close to 90 per cent of all natural disasters in the last 10 years has
been the result of hydrometeorological hazards..

7.1
·

·

Types
WEATHER EVENTS  tropical and extratropical cyclones,
tornadoes, thunderstorms, lightning, hailstorms, high winds,
snow storms, freezing rain, dense fog, thermal extremes and
drought).
WEATHER, CLIMATE AND WATER RELATED  floods and flash
floods, storm surges, high waves at sea, sand or dust
storms, forest or bush fires, smoke and haze, landslides and
mudslides, avalanches and desert locust swarms.
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7.2 Time and spacescales
Each hazard is in some way unique with respect to time and area
scales. Tornadoes and flash floods are shortlived, violent events,
affecting a relatively small area.
Others, such as droughts, develop slowly, but can affect most of a
continent and entire populations for months or even years.
7.3 Multiple hazards
An extreme weather event can involve multiple hazards at the same
time or in quick succession.
· In addition to high winds and heavy rain, a tropical storm can
result in flooding and mudslides.
· In temperate latitudes, severe summer weather (thunder and
lightning storms or tornadoes) can be accompanied by heavy
hail and flash floods.
Winter storms with high winds and heavy snow or freezing rain can
also contribute to avalanches on some mountain slopes and to high
runoff or flooding later on in the melt season.

8.

Developing countries

These hazards tend to hit communities in developing countries,
especially the least developed countries, the hardest, increasing
their vulnerability and setting back their economic and social
growth, sometimes by decades.

Number of people reported killed by type of disaster and level of development
1991  2005
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Over the past decades, natural hazards and their impacts show an
upward trend. Indications are that worse may be in store. Report of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), sponsored
by WMO and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),
concluded that the duration, location, frequency and intensity of
extreme events are likely to change, with more hot days and heat
waves and fewer cold and frost days over nearly all land areas, and
increases in the amplitude and frequency of extreme precipitation
events over many areas.

An example from the literature of one study analysing rising costs of normalised weather
related catastrophes compared with global temperatures. Data smoothed over ±4 years = 9
years until 2001 (Muir Wood et al., 2006).
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9.

Disaster prevention and preparedness

9.1 Approach
Disaster preventive actions can be taken once the nature of the risk
is known.

9.2

Warning

Tornadoes and flash floods are probably the most difficult to
forecast because these hazards occur at very short notice and in a
limited area.

A TORNADO
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A FLASH FLOOD

Early warnings are critical for natural
disaster prevention and preparedness
One of the most effective measures for disaster preparedness is a well
functioning early warning system that delivers accurate information
dependably and in a timely manner.

NOTE: Geophysical hazards
Many National Meteorological and Hydrological Services and
specialized centres have responsibility also for investigating
geophysical hazards including volcanic explosions (airborne ash)
and tsunamis, and hazardous airborne matter (radionuclides,
biological and chemical substances) and acute urban pollution.

(a) Advance, accurate, detailed and understandable
forecasts of hazardous conditions
Warnings can be given only if the hazard is monitored.
GOS (Covered in lecture 1) early warning systems provide
communities with the information needed to activate disaster plans
in time to protect life and minimize economic losses. More than
50,000 weather reports and several thousand charts and digital
products are disseminated daily through the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS), which interconnects the National
Meteorological Centres (NMSs) around the globe.
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Forecasts and warnings must be accurate and in a form that is
readily understood by people. Only then they know how to prepare
against such hazards, before they become disasters, and lives and
property can be protected.
(b) Rapid, dependable distribution system for forecasts,
advisories, watches and warnings to all interested parties.
This is achieved through GTS (covered in Lecture I). The
international community has agreed that the GTS should be used
for multipurpose warning transmissions.
In addition Regional Specialized Meteorological Centres (RSMCs)
have been set up. They provide critical data, analysis and forecasts
that enable the NMHSs to provide early warning systems and
guidelines for various natural hazards such as tornadoes, winter
storms, tropical cyclones, cold and heat waves, floods and droughts.

REGIONAL SPECIALISED METEOROLOGICAL CENTRES
(RSMCs) WITH GEOGRAPHICAL SPECIALIZATION
ALGIERS
BEIJING
BRACKNELL
BRASILIA
BUENOS
AIRES
CAIRO
DAKAR
DARWIN

JEDDAH
KHABAROVSK
MELBOURNE
MIAMI
MONTREAL
MOSCOW
NAIROBI
NEW DELHI
NOVOSIBIRSK

OFFENBACH
PRETORIA
ROME
TASHKENT
TOKYO
TUNIS/CASABLANCA
WASHINGTON
WELLINGTON

RSMCs WITH ACTIVITY SPECIALIZATION FOR TROPICAL
CYCLONE FORECASTING:
MIAMI  HURRICANE CENTER
NADI  TROPICAL CYCLONE CENTRE
NEW DELHI  TROPICAL CYCLONE CENTRE
SAINT DENIS, LA RÉUNION  TROPICAL CYCLONE CENTRE
TOKYO  TYPHOON CENTRE
HONOLULU  HURRICANE CENTRE
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FOR MEDIUMRANGE WEATHER FORECASTING:
EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR MEDIUMRANGE WEATHER
FORECAST (ECMWF)
FOR THE PROVISION OF TRANSPORT MODEL PRODUCTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSES:
BEIJING
BRACKNELL
MELBOURNE
MONTREAL
OBNINSK
TOKYO
TOULOUSE
WASHINGTON

EMERGING SPECIAL CENTRES
INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI EARLY WARNING AND MITIGATION
SYSTEM (IOTWS)
AFRICAN CENTRE OF METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS FOR
DEVELOPMENT (ACMAD)  NIAMEY, NIGER
ASEAN SPECIALISED METEOROLOGICAL CENTRE (ASMC) 
SINGAPORE
DROUGHT MONITORING CENTRES (DMCs)  NAIROBI, KENYA 
HARARE, ZIMBABWE
INPE  SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR MEDIUM RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING 
NEW DELHI
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9.3

Tsunami of 2004

The Asian tsunami disaster's impact and devastation reached an
exceptional level in terms of the scale of human loss, associated
damage, number of countries affected and related response and
recovery efforts. From Banda Ache in Indonesia to southern
Thailand, coastal villages of Sri Lanka and India, and onward to the
eastern and southeastern coastlines of Africa, communities have
been devastated by the damage and loss. Over 250,000 lives have
been lost, many are still missing and millions of people have been
displaced and are struggling to regain their livelihoods and re
establish their homes.
The total economic damages and losses in the Banda Ache region in
Indonesia, have been estimated at $US 4.45 billion, nearly 97 per
cent of Ache's Gross Domestic Product.
With multinational inputs, almost immediately, the
Indian Ocean Tsunami Early Warning and Mitigation System
(IOTWS) was set up. Countries have not decided to designate a
regional centre
Since the tsunami the following has been achieved:
·

As part of GOS, a special satellitebased network of coastal
and buoy stations has been launched in the Indian Ocean that
transmits information should the wave height exceed certain
fixed value.

·

The Global Telecommunication System (GTS) that has
been providing for the exchange of warnings related to
cyclones and severe weather and supporting the existing
Pacific Tsunami Warning System in the Pacific basin has been
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·

10.

upgraded in twelve Indian Ocean Rim countries
(Bangladesh, Maldives, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka and Yemen).
In Africa (Comoros, Djibouti, Kenya, Madagascar, Seychelles,
Somalia, and Tanzania) IO Tsunami Watch messages over the
GTS are sent out on a quarterly basis, from PTWC, Hawaii,
and from JMA, Tokyo. Messages are relayed by main GTS
centres to most NMCs in the IO within a few minutes. The set
up goal is two minutes. As expected, the delay on low speed
circuits of the GTS that needed to be upgraded largely
exceeded the goals. The test messages have also been
transmitted over GTS satellitebased data distribution
systems.
Response and preparedness

Warnings are meaningful only if there is prompt and effective
response at the national and community level. Special importance is
given in all natural hazard projects to support dissemination of
warnings and to raise public awareness through development of
their educational and public outreach programmes. In this regard
the Indian Ocean tsunami incident has prompted national
authorities to improve this service sector.

For example, during the 2004 intense hurricane season in the
Atlantic and Caribbean regions, World Weather Watch network
collected atmospheric data via in situ and spacebased instruments,
transmitted them to the United States National Hurricane Center in
Miami, one of the Regional Specialised Meteorological Centres
(RSMCs), where forecasts and hurricane advisories were developed
around the clock. These advisories were transmitted through the
GTS, facsimile and Internet at intervals of three to six hours to the
NMHSs of countries at risk. The forecasters at the NMHSs used
these hurricane advisories to produce their national hurricane
warnings, which were dispatched immediately to newspapers, radio
and television stations, emergency services and other users. In
response to this information, many lives were spared through timely
evacuations. This Emergency Managers Weather Information
Network (EMWIN) is a wireless, prioritydriven computer weather
data broadcast system that provides rapid satellite dissemination of
alerts/warnings, forecasts, graphics and imagery.
It is a free service, using low cost, readily available technology.
EMWIN has thousands of users and is of crucial importance for the
Caribbean and Pacific Small Island Developing States.
Another example among many others is the satellitebased
telecommunication system operated by the China Meteorological
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Administration (CMA), and RAdio and InterNET communications
system (RANET). A wide area network covering the whole country,
communicates with very small aperture terminals (VSATs) via the
geostationary telecommunication satellite AsiaSat II. The system is
used for collecting observation data and for distributing weather,
water and climate information, forecasts and warnings to more than
2 300 remote stations all over China and in some neighbouring
countries.
11.

Partnerships

WMO, as a major partner in the International Strategy for Disaster
Reduction (ISDR), is addressing the weather, climate and water
issues at the core of the culture of prevention with all the
organizations within the ISDR. WMO is an active member of all the
ISDR Inter Agency Task Force (IATF) Working Groups. WMO is co
chairing with UNDP the Working Group on Climate Change and
Natural Disasters. Furthermore WMO is cochairing with OCHA the
IATF Advisory Group for the Global Early Warning Survey requested
by U.N. SecretaryGeneral, Kofi Annan, the International Early
Warning Conference III, sponsered by governement of Germany
and the International Early Warning Programme (IEWP) of ISDR.
WMO in partnership with UNESCO's Intergovernmental Oceanic
Commission (UNESCOIOC) and the ISDR secretariate is
contributing its telecommunication infrastructure (WMO Global
Telecommunications System) and other relevant techical expertise
to the development of the Indian Ocean Tsunami Early Warning and
Mitigation System (IOTWS).
WMO is working with World Health Organization (WHO) to develop
Guidelines that any country can use to set up and run Heat/health
Warning Systems. These systems will include monitoring and
prediction of conditions leading to serious heat waves to be carried
out by the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services,
communication between the meteorological and health sectors, and
increasingly will include special measures for intervention (by the
health and social service sectors) in communities, to inform and
better protect the most vulnerable members of society. Several
showcase projects organized by climate/health expert teams
through the WMO Commission for Climatology have demonstrated
that interagency partnerships are vital to saving lives when heat
waves threaten.
WMO has also cemented partnerships with other organizations
within and in addition to the United Nations system, in specific
sectors such as health, transportation, energy, agriculture and
forestry, water resource management, and tourism.
12

Flood hazards
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We have seen that in many regions of the world waterrelated
hazards are the most common. It is amazing the biggest culprit is
FRESH WATER – water we drink and use. It is important to note
that freshwater that causes havoc is only 0.4% of total quantity of
freshwater available on Earth.

Flooding is by far the biggest disaster hazard. With respect to
telecommunications it does not get a higher importance.
What do you think is the reason?
Basically flooding is a product of extreme weather conditions: be it
in river basins or coastal. Some times it can be manmade when
human error can also cause flooding. Most of these issues are
reviewed in my paper
Document: 3893
Title:
The hydrology of disastrous flood in Asia : An
overview.
Author:
Sehmi, Naginder S.
London, GB; 1989
http://www.crid.or.cr/digitalizacion/pdf/eng/doc3893/doc
3893.htm
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For centuries people have lived in flood plains of major rivers such
as the Nile, Indus, Ganges, Yangtze, and Mississippi. They know
them well. They do not cause major disasters because people are
usually prepared before the flood strikes.
In the times of the Pharaohs, the power of the high priests
depended on their being able to prophesy whether the coming
season would bring floods or drought. They did this by sending
emissaries into Ethiopia to observe the intensity of the summer
rains. The consequences of a forecast error were severe. Nowadays,
while flood forecasters are not liable to the same penalties, the
accuracy and reliability of their forecasts are no less important.
Most countries have set up flood forecasting systems using models
which are linked up with weather forecast models. Often the flood
forecasting and weather forecasting services set up joint centre at
least during the rainy or snowmelt seasons.

Bangladesh
Except high lands (which cover 29% of the country’s total area), all
other types are subjected to flood inundation to different degrees.
Excepting very low lands, human settlements can be found
elsewhere.
Bangladesh experiences nearly all five types of floods:
·
·
·
·

·

Flash floods: during midApril until the onset of monsoons
Rainfed floods: in the deltas in lowlying urban areas.
River floods: the most common during monsoon season
along the river and in cases far beyond the riverbanks.
Storm surge floods: along the coast. In case of important
cyclones the entire coastal belt is flooded, sometimes causing
great loss of lives.
Tidal flooding: from June to September.

Structural measures are very important but alone could not
mitigate flood problems. Fairly early Nonstructural measures
such as flood forecasting and warning were incorporated. The Flood
Forecasting and Warning System (FFWS), established in the 1970s,
was modernized in 1996 and then again as of 2000. It now covers
all the floodprone areas of the country with 85 floodmonitoring
stations, and provides realtime flood information and early warning
with leadtimes of 24 and 48 hours. The FFWS is currently assisting
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numerous Government agencies, disaster managers and the
communities living in the flood prone areas in matters of flood
preparedness, preparation of emergency mitigation plans,
agricultural planning and rehabilitation, etc
Bangladesh has developed a good hydrological data collection
system all over the country, as well as an integrated hydrological
database with about 40 years of data. There is also realtime water
level and rainfall data collection system from a selected number of
stations for FFWS during monsoon months. Overall coordination
during the flood event is the responsibility of the Ministry and the
InterMinisterial Disaster Management Committee.
Pakistan
· The Flood Forecasting Division (FFD) of the Pakistan
Meteorological Department (PMD) plays a pivotal role in the
entire flood mitigation process. Hydrometeorological data
from the various national and international sources is
processed to prepare flood forecasts and warnings to be
disseminated outwards to various national organizations.
· Provincial Irrigation and Drainage Authority (PIDA).
· Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) is involved
in the management of dams and its major functions are the
collection of: (i) rainfall data from telemetric rain gauge
stations; (ii) to provide the hydrometric flood data at rim
stations and barrages.
· Provincial Relief organizations
· Pakistan Army
What happened in 1992 flood?

“SPECIAL PRECAUTIONARY WARNING:
An intense monsoon depression continues to persist over
northwest Rajasthan extending to southeastern Punjab. There is
a risk that it may move in the northeast direction and cause
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heavy downpour in the upper catchments of eastern rivers. The
situation may become critical during the next 36 hours”
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